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Abstract. NASA has been planning a hyperspectral infrared imager mission which will provide
global coverage using a hyperspectral imager with 60-m resolution. In some practical applica-
tions, such as special crop monitoring or mineral mapping, 60-m resolution may still be too
coarse. There have been many pansharpening algorithms for hyperspectral images by fusing
high-resolution (HR) panchromatic or multispectral images with low-resolution (LR) hyperspec-
tral images. We propose an approach to generating HR hyperspectral images by fusing high
spatial resolution color images with low spatial resolution hyperspectral images. The idea is
called hybrid color mapping (HCM) and involves a mapping between a high spatial resolution
color image and a low spatial resolution hyperspectral image. Several variants of the color map-
ping idea, including global, local, and hybrid, are proposed and investigated. It was found that
the local HCM yielded the best performance. Comparison of the local HCM with >10 state-of-
the-art algorithms using five performance metrics has been carried out using actual images from
the air force and NASA. Although our HCM method does not require a point spread function
(PSF), our results are comparable to or better than those methods that do require PSF. More
importantly, our performance is better than most if not all methods that do not require PSF.
After applying our HCM algorithm, not only the visual performance of the hyperspectral
image has been significantly improved, but the target classification performance has also
been improved. Another advantage of our technique is that it is very efficient and can be easily
parallelized. Hence, our algorithm is very suitable for real-time applications. © 2016 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JRS.10.035024]
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1 Introduction

Hyperspectral images have gained popularity in remote sensing,1–4 target detection,5–7

anomaly,8–13 and change detection14–17 in recent years. Recently, we investigated the idea of
applying super-resolution (SR) techniques to improve the spatial resolution of hyperspectral
images, which are then used for anomaly and change detection.14 One SR method we used
was the classical normalized convolution method,18 which utilizes multiple low-resolution
(LR) views to reconstruct a high spatial resolution image. Results showed that the SR did
enhance the performance of change detection slightly. In practice, this multiview-based approach
is numerically limited only to a small increase in resolution.19,20 Moreover, the improvement in
classification is very low.14

To break the limitation of classical methods, “example-based super-resolution” was
proposed.21,22 In this technique, correspondences between LR and high-resolution (HR)
image patches are first learned from a database of LR and HR image pairs. Unlike classical
SR,18 the reconstructed HR details are not guaranteed to be the same as the true details. In
addition, this technique is usually slow due to the time-consuming learning process. Another
difficulty for hyperspectral images is that it is hard to find training sources. We implemented
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this approach and observed very little enhancement in terms of classification accuracy
after SR.14

In the remote sensing domain, a common and successful approach to achieving SR is
pansharpening.23–37 Pansharpening is an image fusion technique, which uses a high spatial res-
olution single-band panchromatic (pan) image and low spatial resolution multispectral to pro-
duce high spatial resolution multispectral images. Recently, pansharpening has been extended to
hyperspectral images.26–38 Compared to multiview based techniques18 and example-based SR
techniques,21,22 pansharpening can produce much higher resolution images and is much
more reliable and accurate. In this paper, we propose an approach that uses the high spatial
resolution bands of color images to reconstruct high spatial resolution hyperspectral images.
The motivation is practical: there are many satellite sensors or airborne sensors which take
HR color images or HR multispectral images (LANDSAT). For instance, the resolution of
Google Map’s color image data (Geo-eye) is 0.5 m.39 We may combine those data with hyper-
spectral infrared imager (HyspIRI), a future NASA satellite hyperspectral imager with 60-m
spatial resolution data, to generate HR hyperspectral images. Specifically, we propose a method
called hybrid color mapping (HCM) which is efficient and parallelizable. We performed exten-
sive studies and our results showed that our method can generate accurate HR reconstruction.
Comparison with >10 hyperspectral pansharpening algorithms shows that our algorithm per-
formance is among the top few methods using five performance metrics. We divided the
other methods into three groups. Group 1 contains methods that require a point spread function
(PSF) and a pan band or some multispectral bands. Group 2 methods do not require PSF, but
require a pan band. Group 3 methods do not require PSF or a pan band. Our HCM method is
comparable to or better (in some cases) than those methods in Group 1. However, it must be
emphasized that our HCM does not require PSF. Compared to those Group 2 methods, our HCM
method performed the best in four out of five performance metrics for the air force (AF) image
and performed close to those top performers for the AVIRIS image. For those Group 3 methods,
our HCM performed better in most performance metrics for both AF and AVIRIS images. In
addition, we also performed a very thorough classification study using reconstructed SR data.
Classification results also show that our method performs among the best methods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our proposed color mapping idea and
its variants. Section 3 includes extensive comparative studies to demonstrate the performance of
our algorithms. Finally, we conclude our paper with some highlights and suggestions for future
research.

2 Super-Resolution Hyperspectral Image Generation Algorithm

2.1 Color Mapping

The idea of color mapping is as the name suggests: mapping of a color pixel cði;jÞ at location
ði; jÞ with R, G, B bands to a hyperspectral pixel Xði;jÞ at the same location. This mapping is
based on a transformation matrix T, i.e.,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;237Xði;jÞ ¼ Tcði;jÞ; (1)

where Xði;jÞ ∈ RN is a single hyperspectral pixel with N spectral bands, T ∈ RN×M , cði;jÞ ∈ RM is
a color pixel withM spectral bands, and N ≫ M. Figure 1 shows the system flow. Given an HR
color image and an LR hyperspectral image, our goal is to generate an HR hyperspectral image.
To get the transformation matrix, we simulate an LR color image by down-sampling the HR
color image. We then use the LR color image and the LR hyperspectral image to train the
T. Once T is obtained, it can then be used for generating the HR hyperspectral image pixel
by pixel.

Let us denote H as the set of all hyperspectral pixels Xði;jÞ for all ði; jÞ in the image and C as
the set of all color pixels cði;jÞ for all ði; jÞ in the image, i ¼ 1; : : : ; NR, j ¼ 1; : : : ; NC with NR

the number of rows, and NC the number columns in the image. Since Xði;jÞ and cði;jÞ are vectors,
H and C can be expressed as
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.1;116;583H ¼ ½Xð1;1Þ Xð1;2Þ : : : XðNR;NCÞ �; C ¼ ½Cð1;1Þ Cð1;2Þ : : : CðNR;NCÞ �:

We call Eq. (1) the global version and all pixels in C and H are used in estimating T.
To estimate T, we will use the least squares approach, which minimizes the error

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;539E ¼
XNR

i¼1

XNC

j¼1

�
Xði;jÞ − Tcði;jÞ

�
Transpose

�
Xði;jÞ − Tcði;jÞ

�
: (2)

Following the definition of Frobenius norm,40 Eq. (2) is equivalent to

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;474E ¼ kH − TCk2F: (3)

Solving T in Eq. (3) involves the following. Since

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;430E ¼ kH − TCk2F ¼ tr½ðH − TCÞðH − TCÞT�
¼ tr½HHT� − tr½HCTTT� − tr½TCHT� þ tr½TCCTTT�: (4)

Differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to T yields41

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.1;116;367

∂E
∂T

¼ −2HCT þ 2TCCT:

Setting the above to zero will yield

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;312T� ¼ HCTðCCTÞ−1: (5)

Unlike normal image mapping such as the 3 × 3 image transform matrices (a rotation or
perspective transformation), which maps between spatially distributed patches, it should be
noted that T is a pixel to pixel mapping between color pixels and hyperspectral pixels.

To avoid instability, we can add a regularization term in Eq. (3). That is,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;232T� ¼ argmin
T

kH − TCkF þ λkTkF: (6)

And the optimal T becomes

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;182T� ¼ HCTðCCT þ λIÞ−1; (7)

where λ is a regularization parameter and I is an identity matrix with the same dimension asCCT.

2.2 Hybrid Color Mapping

For many hyperspectral images, the band wavelengths range from 0.4 to 2.5 μm. For color
images, the R, G and B wavelengths are 0.65, 0.51, and 0.475 μm, respectively. Therefore,
the three color bands may have little correlation with higher number bands in the hyperspectral

Fig. 1 System flow of color mapping. LR denotes low resolution; HR denotes high resolution; LR C
denotes the set of low-resolution color pixels; LR H denotes the set of low-resolution hyperspectral
pixels; HR Hyper denotes high-resolution hyperspectral pixels.
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image. To mitigate this issue, we extract several higher number bands from the LR hyperspectral
image and stack them with LR color bands. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. To be more specific, for a
given pixel c with c ¼ ½cð1Þ; : : : ; cðMÞ�T in the original LR color image, a new color pixel
known as hybrid color pixel ch is created as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;687ch ¼ ½cð1Þ; : : : ; cðMÞ; hðk1Þ; hðk2Þ; : : : ; hðktÞ; 1�T; (8)

where ½hðk1Þ; hðk2Þ; : : : ; hðktÞ� are extracted from the LR hyperspectral image. kt is the number
of selected bands. The selected bands from the LR hyperspectral image are used to increase
correlation for the mapping. In the extreme case, if we pick all hyperspectral image bands
and no color image bands, then the process is the same as bicubic upsampling. The number
of selected bands kt is a design parameter and is data dependent. Thus, this hybrid mapping
is similar to the fusion of bicubic upsampling and pure color mapping. In addition to the higher
number image bands, we also add a white band, i.e., all pixel values are 1. This white band can be
used to compensate for the atmospheric effect and other bias effects. Mathematically, adding a
white band is equivalent to adding one more column in the T matrix. Hence, we have more
parameters to adjust in the transformation. Consequently, the mapping will be even more
accurate.

Using the same treatment in Sec. 2.1, T can be obtained by minimizing the mean square error

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.2;116;512T� ¼ argmin
T

kH − TChkF;

whereH is the set of hyperspectral pixels and Ch is the set of hybrid color pixels. All the pixels in
H and Ch are used. The optimal T can be determined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;450T� ¼ HCT
hðChCT

hÞ−1: (9)

With regularization, Eq. (9) becomes

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;405T� ¼ HCT
hðChCT

h þ λIÞ−1: (10)

2.3 Local Hybrid Color Mapping

We further enhance our method by applying color mapping patch by patch. A patch of size p × p
is a subimage in the original image. The patches do not overlap. Each patch will have a unique
local transformation matrix, Ti, i ¼ 1; : : : ; P with P the total number of patches in the LR color
and LR hyperspectral images. Mathematically, Eqs. (5), (7), (9), and (10), respectively, become

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec2.3;116;302

T�
i ¼ HiCT

i ðCiCT
i Þ−1; T�

i ¼ HiCT
i ðCiCT

i þ λIÞ−1;
T�
i ¼ HiCT

hiðChiCT
hiÞ−1; T�

i ¼ HiCT
hiðChiCT

hi þ λIÞ−1;

where Hi contains p2 hyperspectral pixels of dimension RN , Ci contains p2 color pixels of
dimension RM, and Chi contains p2 color pixels of dimension RMþktþ1. It is understood that
the dimension of I ’s in the above equations have varying dimensions accordingly.

In this way, spatial correlation can be exploited. As a result, the mapping will be even more
accurate. In addition, since the task is split into many small tasks, the process can be easily
parallelized and hence is suitable for real-time processing.

Fig. 2 System flow of HCM.
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3 Comparative Studies

We used two hyperspectral image datasets in our experiments. One was from the AF (for short)
and one was from NASA. The one from NASA is actually an AVIRIS image. The AF image15–16

has 124 bands ranging from 461 to 901 nm. The AVIRIS image has 213 bands with wavelengths
from 380 to 2500 nm. Figure 3 shows a sample band of both datasets. Both of them are
natural scenes. The AF image size is 267 × 342 × 124 pixels and the AVIRIS image size
is 300 × 300 × 213 pixels.

In each experiment, we downscaled the image by three times using a 5 × 5 Gaussian kernel.
This is a common practice in pansharpening.37 The blurred and downscaled image was used as
the LR hyperspectral image that needs to be improved. We picked R, G, B bands from the origi-
nal HR hyperspectral image for color mapping.

3.1 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Hyperspectral Pansharpening Algorithms

In the paper by Loncan et al.,37 about 10 hyperspectral pansharpening algorithms were divided
into four groups: component substitution, multiresolution analysis, hybrid methods, and
Bayesian-based methods. We took a different angle in this paper. We divide the pansharpening
methods into three groups. Group 1 contains methods that require multispectral bands and sensor
characteristics such as PSF. In this group, there are three methods, which are known as coupled
nonnegative matrix factorization (CNMF),34 Bayesian naïve,35 and Bayesian sparse.36 These
methods can directly fuse HR multispectral bands with LR hyperspectral bands. PSF is also
needed in these methods. Group 2 contains methods that do not require sensor characteristics,
but require a pan band. Our HCMmethod is similar to Group 2 methods in that we do not require
PSF. The following methods have been included in Group 2: smoothing filter-based intensity
modulation (SFIM),38 modulation transfer function generalized Laplacian pyramid (MTF-
GLP),30 MTF-GLP with high-pass modulation (MTF-GLP-HPM),31 Gram schmidt (GS),28

GS adaptive (GSA),29 principal component analysis (PCA),26 guided filter PCA (GFPCA),27

Hysure,32,33 and variational wavelet pansharpending (VWP).25,42 VWP25,42 was not included
in Ref. 37. However, since we have already implemented VWP, we included it in Group 2.
Finally, the methods in Group 3 do not require multispectral bands or PSF. Two representative
methods, SR43 and bicubic interpolation,44 are included here.

3.1.1 Performance metrics

Similar to Ref. 37, five performance metrics are included here.
Time: This is the computational time in seconds. This metric is machine dependent and varies

with runs. However, it gives a relative measure of the computational complexity of different
algorithms.

Fig. 3 (a) Sample band from AF data and (b) Sample band from AVIRIS data.
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Root-mean-squared error (RMSE):37 Given two matrices X and X̂, the RMSE is calculated
by using

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;711RMSEðX; X̂Þ ¼ kX − X̂kFffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
total number of pixels

p :

The ideal value of RMSE is 0. Since RMSE is a scalar, it does not reveal the RMSE values at
different bands. Therefore, we also used RMSEðλÞ which is the RMSE value between XðλÞ and
X̂ðλÞ for each band λ, to evaluate the performance of different algorithms.

Cross correlation (CC):37 It is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;621CCðX; X̂Þ ¼ 1

mλ

Xmλ

i¼1

CCSðXi; X̂iÞ;

where mλ is the number of bands in the hyperspectral image and CCS is the cross correlation for
a single-band image, given by

Table 1 Comparison of HCM with all methods in Group 1 using the AF image.

Method Time RMSE CC SAM ERGAS

CNMF34 12.52254 0.59917 0.99218 1.4351 1.7229

Bayes naïve35 0.575655 0.43573 0.98807 1.2141 1.6588

Bayes sparse36 208.82 0.41329 0.99003 1.2395 1.5529

HCM 0.586851 0.58121 0.99075 1.4223 1.751

Table 2 Comparison of HCM with all methods in Group 1 using the AVIRIS image.

Method Time RMSE CC SAM ERGAS

CNMF34 23.74715 32.2868 0.94558 0.95904 2.1225

Bayes naïve35 0.860668 67.2879 0.94738 0.81362 2.1078

Bayes sparse36 235.4995 51.701 0.96188 0.76349 1.8657

HCM 3.563552 41.931 0.9501 0.9954 2.0155

Table 3 Comparison of HCM with all methods in Group 3 using the AF image.

Method Time RMSE CC SAM ERGAS

SR43 279.1789 0.52315 0.98386 1.3215 1.9584

Bicubic44 0.041152 0.58524 0.98066 1.3554 2.156

HCM 0.586851 0.58121 0.99075 1.4223 1.751

Table 4 Comparison of HCM with all methods in Group 3 using the AVIRIS image.

Method Time RMSE CC SAM ERGAS

SR43 1329.592 86.7154 0.92634 0.99697 2.411

Bicubic44 0.10378 92.2143 0.91179 1.0369 2.5728

HCM 3.563552 41.931 0.9501 0.9954 2.0155
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;251CCSðA; BÞ ¼
P

n
j¼1ðAj − μAÞðBj − μBÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

n
j¼1 ðAj − μAÞ2

P
n
j¼1 ðBj − μBÞ2

q :

The ideal value of CC is 1. We also used CCðλÞ ¼ CCSðXi; X̂iÞ, which is the CC value
between XðλÞ and X̂ðλÞ for each band, to evaluate the performance of different algorithms.

Spectral angle mapper (SAM):37 It is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;169SAMðX; X̂Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn
j¼1

SAMðxj; x̂jÞ;

where for two vectors a, b ∈ Rmλ ,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;107SAMða; bÞ ¼ arccos

� ha; bi
kakkbk

�
;

Table 5 Comparison of HCM with all methods in Group 2 using the AF image.

Method Time RMSE CC SAM ERGAS

SFIM38 3.677398 0.6324 0.99006 1.3449 1.8881

MTF GLP30 5.806203 0.74201 0.98817 1.4738 2.1628

MTF GLP HPM31 5.802082 0.7255 0.98866 1.402 2.1171

GS28 3.457196 2.166 0.85896 2.35 7.0568

GSA29 3.821432 0.65721 0.98955 1.3541 1.9617

PCA26 9.95679 2.3755 0.8387 2.549 7.7105

GFPCA27 6.377541 0.67542 0.98373 1.5688 2.1893

Hysure32,33 144.95 0.81009 0.98323 1.6748 2.4467

VWP25 6665.764 0.64561 0.98844 1.3904 2.0722

HCM 0.577121 0.58121 0.99075 1.4223 1.751

Table 6 Comparison of HCM with all methods in Group 2 using the AVIRIS image.

Method Time RMSE CC SAM ERGAS

SFIM38 1.532656 37.0572 0.97366 0.72048 1.5931

MTF GLP30 2.131287 26.4199 0.97715 0.69747 1.5132

MTF GLP HPM31 2.136418 26.5246 0.97715 0.69688 1.5159

GS28 1.638365 54.161 0.96241 0.83237 1.8748

GSA29 2.001172 42.8342 0.9698 0.76857 1.6734

PCA26 2.970278 48.0821 0.968 0.81085 1.7678

GFPCA27 1.935442 73.6587 0.93617 1.2344 2.4518

Hysure32,33 66.08687 38.8677 0.95439 1.0355 1.9516

VWP25 7046.138 129.2581 0.78448 3.2882 14.14412

HCM 3.563552 41.931 0.9501 0.9954 2.0155
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ha; bi is the inner product between two vectors and k · k denotes the 2-norm of a vector. The
ideal value of SAM is 0.

Erreur relative globale adimensionnelle de synthèse (ERGAS):37 It is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;110ERGASðX; X̂Þ ¼ 100d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

mλ

Xmλ

k¼1

�
RMSEk

μk

�
2

s
;

Fig. 5 Comparison of RMSE between HCM and all methods in Groups 1 and 3 using AVIRIS
image.

Fig. 4 Comparison of RMSE between HCM and all methods in Groups 1 and 3 using AF image.
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where d is the ratio between the linear resolutions of the PAN and HS images, defined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1.1;116;169d ¼ PAN linear spatial resolution

HS linear spatial resolution
;

where μk is the sample mean of the k’th band of X. The ideal value of ERGAS is 0.

3.1.2 Comparison of HCM with methods in Groups 1 and 3

The comparisons of our HCM with others in Groups 1 to 3 are shown in Tables 1–6. To save some
space, we present some performance plots by combining the results of all methods from Groups 1

Fig. 7 Comparison of CC between HCM and all methods in Groups 1 and 3 using AVIRIS image.

Fig. 6 Comparison of CC between HCM and all methods in Groups 1 and 3 using AF image.
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and 3. Both AF and NASA AVIRIS images were used in this study. In all of our experiments, we
used local HCM, where 7 × 7 pixel patches were used.We experimented with the number (kt) of LR
hyperspectral bands in the hybrid color pixel. It turns out that the best compromise is the case where
we did not use any of the LR bands for the given downscaling factor.

Fig. 8 Comparison of RMSE between HCM and all methods in Group 2 using AF image. (a) All
methods in Group 2 and (b) results without PCA and GS.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of CC between HCM and all methods in Group 2 using AF image. (a) All meth-
ods in Group 2 and (b) results without PCA and GS.
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Comparison with methods in Group 1 (coupled nonnegative matrix factorization,
Bayesian naïve, and Bayesian sparse). It should be noted that Group 1 methods
(CNMF,34 Bayesian naïve,35 and Bayesian sparse36) require PSF information, whereas our
HCM algorithm does not. From Table 3, it can be seen that none of the methods can outperform
the others. The performance of HCM is fast in terms of speed. In terms of RMSE, CC, SAM, and
ERGAS, HCM is comparable to CNMF. From the RMSE plot shown in Fig. 4, it can be seen that
HCM performed quite well in bands up to 65 for the AF image. Actually, HCM is better than
Bayesian naive and Bayesian sparse in bands <65. Also, from the RMSE plot shown in
Fig. 5 for the AVIRIS data, HCM performed better than Bayesian sparse up to band 100, and
better than Bayesian naive up to band 150. From Table 4, it can be seen that HCM is also com-
parable to CNMF in terms of CC, SAM, and ERGAS. In terms of RMSE, HCM performed better
than Bayesian naive and Bayesian sparse. From the CC plot shown in Fig. 6 for the AF data, we
can see that HCM performed well quite consistently across all bands, whereas CNMF, Bayesian
naïve, and Bayesian sparse all have large fluctuations across the bands. Also, from the CC plot
shown in Fig. 7, HCM performed better than both Bayesian naive and Bayesian sparse up to band
100, better than Bayesian naive up to band 150, and comparable to CNMF in bands beyond 150.
We cannot plot SAM and ERGAS as these two metrics are scalars.

Given the fact that our HCM algorithm does not require PSF information and can still achieve
a comparable or better performance in some situations than those computationally intensive
methods in Group 1, this clearly shows that HCM is among the top performers.

Comparison with methods in Group 3 (super-resolution and bicubic). From
Table 3 for the AF image, it can be seen that HCM performed better than SR43 in terms
of computational time, CC, and ERGAS. HCM also performed better than bicubic44 in
terms of RMSE, CC, and ERGAS. From Table 4 for the AVIRIS image, it is clear to see
that HCM performed better than SR and bicubic in terms of RMSE, CC, SAM, and
ERGAS. From Figs. 4–7, one can see that HCM performed better than SR and bicubic in
most bands.

Fig. 10 Comparison of RMSE between HCM and all methods in Group 2 using AVIRIS image.
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3.1.3 Comparison with methods in Group 2

Since our proposed HCM algorithm does not require PSF, it will be fair to compare it with those
algorithms that do not require PSF. Methods in Group 2 satisfy the above criterion. The methods
in Group 2 require a pan band that was created by taking the mean of the R, G, B bands. From
Table 5 (AF data), HCM achieved the best in four out of five categories. From Figs. 8 and 9, it

Fig. 11 Comparison of CC between HCM and all methods in Group 2 using AVIRIS image. (a) All
methods in Group 2 and (b) Zoomed in plot of (a).
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can be seen that HCM performed consistently well across all bands as compared to other meth-
ods. As shown in Table 6 for the AVIRIS data, although HCM was not the top performer, it
performed better than or comparable to those highly time consuming methods such as
Hysure and VWP. In Figs. 10 and 11, HCM is comparable to those top performers in bands
up to 150.

Fig. 12 Fused AF images using different methods. (a) Visible range and (b) VNIR range.
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3.2 Visualization of Fused Images Using Different Methods

Here, we present a subjective comparison of fused images using HCM and all methods men-
tioned in Groups 1 to 3. Figure 12 shows the synthesized color images from the fused AF hyper-
spectral image in visible range using bands (5, 15, 54) and VNIR (visible near-infrared) range
using bands (70, 90, 110), respectively. HCM can be seen to preserve spectral fidelity quite well.
Some methods such as CNMF, GS, PCA, SFIM, and so on clearly have strong spectral distor-
tions in the VNIR range. For completeness, we also include the synthesized color images in three
spectral ranges of the fused AVIRIS image in Fig. 13. However, it is somewhat hard to see the
subtle differences between different methods. For AVIRIS data, the visible, VNIR, and SWIR
(short-wave infrared) images are formed by using bands (9, 18, 27), (50, 70, 90), and (120, 160,
200), respectively.

Fig. 13 Fused AVIRIS images using different methods. (a) Visible range, (b) VNIR range, and
(c) SWIR range.
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3.3 Classification Enhancement Using the SR Images

In addition to those objective and subjective evaluations in the above two sections, we also per-
formed another investigation, as the goal of our research is not only to improve the visual per-
formance of the hyperspectral images by enhancing the spatial resolution, but also to enhance the
target classification performance as well. Figure 14 shows classification results using different
methods based on endmembers extracted from the ground truth AVIRIS hyperspectral image.
We used the K-means endmember extraction technique to determine the endmembers.
Classification was done by using SAM. It can be seen that HCM produced comparable results
as some of the high-performance methods as shown in Fig. 14. One observation is that bicubic
interpolation produced a reasonable performance. Another observation is that the MTF-GLP
based methods performed quite well in this study. From the study in Ref. 37, it was observed
that the Bayesian sparse algorithm performed consistently well. However, the MTF-GLP method

Fig. 14 Classification accuracy using different methods. Group 1 methods are in red; Group 2
methods are in blue; Group 3 methods are in green; HCM is in purple. (a) Results of all methods
and (b) zoomed in results of (a).
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is comparable to or better than Bayesian sparse for the AVIRIS data. This means that the per-
formance of pansharpening is data dependent and it is worth experimenting with different algo-
rithms for a new application. The classification maps are shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that
classification maps from the top performers can be seen to be closer to the reference map
(ground truth).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a HCM SR algorithm for hyperspectral images. The idea is to fuse a
high spatial resolution RGB image or multispectral image with a low spatial resolution hyper-
spectral image to produce a high spatial resolution hyperspectral image. Extensive comparative
studies with >10 state-of-the-art algorithms have been carried out using actual data. Five per-
formance metrics were used in our experiments. Experiments showed that the proposed HCM
method is better than or comparable to some of the top performers, especially those Group 2
methods that do not require PSF. It should be emphasized that our HCM also does not require
PSF. It is also shown that using the reconstructed images, classification performance can be
improved quite significantly by some of the top performers in this study. High spatial resolution
hyperspectral imaging is a fundamental requirement for many applications such as mineral map-
ping, search and rescue missions, and others. We believe our technique as well as those top
performers in this study will have a great impact in all future HyspIRI applications.1 One
key advantage of our technique is that it is very efficient and can be easily parallelized. In
our experiments, we noticed that our HCM is comparable to some high-performance algorithms

Fig. 15 Comparison of classification maps using different methods.
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in terms of four out of five objective metrics, but with much lower computational complexity. It
is, therefore, suitable for real-time applications.

Future work will include the packaging of our algorithm as well as some of the top perform-
ers in this study into some NASA data products.
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